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Components are replaceable.
Varied small parts and large components are sold 
separately. For example, you can replace sagging sofa 
cushions or the broken pegs on a laundry hanger. 
You can continue using your current product without 
having to purchase a new one simply by replacing the 
parts that are lost or broken. MUJI brings comfort 
and convenience to your daily life. This is one way to 
prolong the useful life of products.

※� Image is for illustration purpose only. 
We are working towards reducing waste caused by replacements. The full parts replacement service 
is currently only available in MUJI Japan, please check in-store for parts availability.



Mattress  17
Designed with a focus on the core structure of the mattress.

Choose the sleeping comfort that works best for you from an 

extensive line-up of mattress types.

Storage Bed  14
Put an empty space underneath the bed to use with plenty of 

storage.

Mattress With Legs   16
Simple bed consisting of just a mattress and legs. It features a 

durable frame and provides great sleeping comfort.

Bed Frame  12
Choose your own combination for a bed that suits your lifestyle 

and preference.

Beds / Bedding

Pillow  21
Pillows in different materials for various degrees of firmness 

and bounce.

Duvet  18
Duvets designed for a comfortable night’s sleep.

Choose the one that feels best to you from our wide variety of 

duvets.

Futon Sleeping Mat / Mattress  19
Choose the one that feels best to you in terms of sleeping 

comfort and convenience.

Bed Pad  20
Top a mattress or futon with our machine washable bed pad to 

maintain the cleanliness of the bed.



Sofas

Beads Sofa  27
A sofa that changes shape to support you as you relax in any 

position.

Living Dining Series  28
A series sized specially to be space-saving, yet convenient.

Sofa / Urethane / Pocket Coil  25
A thick urethane that provides very stable comfort.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil  24
The seat cushion is padded with plenty of feathers. It sinks and 

wraps the entire body snugly, providing nice sitting comfort.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil / High Back Type 24
The back cushion is tall enough to support the head and neck, 

allowing you to lean against it comfortably.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil / Couch Type 25
The wide seat allows you to relax in various ways, such as 

stretching your legs, crossing your legs, etc when sitting.

Unit Sofa 26
A truly comfortable unit sofa with modules to combine and 

position to suit your space and style of relaxing.

High Back Reclining Sofa 26
Back and headrest can be adjusted to your preferred angle.



Natural Oak 30
A furniture series made of natural wood that gains a richer, 

deeper look as it ages with use.

We have a large selection of square and oval tables.

Tables / Chairs / Desks

Chair  35
We have chairs made of various materials and seating comfort 

types to match the tables and desks.

Frame Mirror  36
A free-standing mirror available in a selection of materials and 

sizes.

Coat Stand  36
A simple wooden coat stand that can be placed in full view in 

the entrance or living room.

Oak Round Leg Series 33
Designed in quality oak with skilled Japanese craftsmanship to 

make the most of the wood’s natural character.

Foldable Table 34
A foldable table that can be used not only for dining, but also 

as a workspace, as well. It can be stored away in narrow 

spaces.

Floor Chair 35
A simple floor chair that reclines to six different positions and 

blends seamlessly into any interior.

System Desk 37
A build-your-own type desk that can be customised by 

combining your choice of desktop panel and legs for use as an 

office desk or a meeting table.

Working Chair 37
A height adjustable chair with the option of added arm
rests.
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The low-profile frames create a subtle bed with a cosy feel.

We carefully considered the layout and number of wooden 

springs, for a great sleeping comfort. Available in oak and walnut.

Bed Frame

Your original bed frame

MUJI's bed frame was born from feedback from customers seeking an infinite variety of characteristics in beds. 

By combining the frame with the optional components such as legs, headboard, mattress and underbed storage, 

you can customise the bed to suit your living style and your desired sleeping comfort.

Legs

Storage

Mattress

Headboard
Bed Frame / Wood springs

Bed Frame / Single / Oak
Legs / H 20 cm / Natural
Bonnell Mattress / Single

Bed Frame Headboard / Single / Oak

Bed Frame / Double / Oak
Legs / H 26 cm / Natural

Bonnell Mattress / Double
Bed Frame Underbed Drawer / L / 25 cm / Oak × 2

Bed Frame Headboard / Double / Oak

Bed Frame / Single / Oak
Legs / H 20 cm / Natural

Bed Frame / Single / Walnut
Legs / H 20 cm / Brown

Bonnell Mattress / Single
Bed Frame Underbed Drawer / L / Walnut × 2

※The characteristics of natural wood, such as the colour and grain, may vary in appearance depending on the material.
※To ensure the long term use of your bed frame, please use a bed mattress that provides superior body weight distribution. Do not use a futon directly on the bed frame as doing so can cause 

damage to the frame or cracks in the boards.
※Can be combined with a high density pocketcoil, pocketcoil, spring or other coil mattress.
※Bed Frame must be used with a mattress with a height of at least 19 cm.

※�Combination example: Mattress and legs are 
sold separately.
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Bed Frame / Double / Oak
Legs / H 20 cm / Natural

Pocket Coil Spring Mattress / Double 
Canvas basket, Large x 2 
Canvas basket, Small × 4 

Basket rail/Double

Bed Frame   

Single 02528850  | Oak $409.00 02527891  | Walnut $479.00
W 103 × D 202 × H 5.5 cm

Double 02527853  | Oak $549.00 02528973  | Walnut $609.00
W 147 × D 202 × H 5.5 cm

Queen 02527860  | Oak $609.00 02528980  | Walnut $669.00
W 171 × D 202 × H 5.5 cm

King 02527877  | Oak $669.00 02528997  | Walnut $759.00
W 182 × D 202 × H 5.5 cm

※�The legs are sold separately. 

 Single  Double, Queen 

Bed Frame Underbed Drawer   

02554033 | S / Oak $159.00
02554040 | S / Walnut  $189.00
Outside dimensions: W 80 × D 60.5 × H 19 cm     Inside dimensions: W 76.5 × D 53.5 × H 13.5 cm 
Partitions: 1 large, 2 small

02554019  | L / Oak $189.00
02554026  | L / Walnut $229.00
Outside dimensions: W 80 × D 90.5 × H 19 cm     Inside dimensions: W 76.5 × D 83.5 × H 13.5 cm 
Partitions: 1 large, 4 small

※�Underbed storage cannot be used with 10cm and 12cm legs.

Wooden Leg 
 Natural  Brown

H 26 cm 02529444  02528041  $39.00
H 20 cm 02528355  02529437  $33.00
H 12 cm 02529406 02529413  $33.00
H 10 cm 02528867  02528874  $33.00
M8 dia. 6 cm / set of 4

※�The H 10 cm & H 12 cm legs cannot be used with Queen & King size Bed Frame.

Bed Frame Headboard   

Single 02850623 | Oak $189.00 02850661 | Walnut $239.00
W 103 × D 8 × H 53 cm

Double 02850647  | Oak $289.00 02850685 | Walnut $339.00
W 147 × D 8 × H 53 cm

Queen 02855468 | Oak $339.00 02855475  | Walnut $389.00
W 171 × D 8 × H 53 cm

King 02855444 | Oak $389.00 02855451  | Walnut $439.00
W 182 × D 8 × H 53 cm

※�The headboard is 2.5 cm thick. The height is approximately 80 cm when attached to the 
bed.

※�The headboard cannot be used when the bed is used without legs.

Oak / Double Oak / Double

L / Walnut

H 20 cm B
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Bed Frame Canvas Basket  

38370321｜Small $59.00
Outside dimensions: W 76.5 × D 37.5 × H 13.5 cm     Inside dimensions: W 69.5 × D 32 × H 12.5 cm

38370338｜Large $79.00
Outside dimensions: W 76.5 × D 55 × H 13.5 cm     Inside dimensions: W 69.5 × D 49.5 × H 12.5 cm

Hanging under-bed storage that can make full use of dead space.

※�Canvas Basket cannot be used with 10cm and 12cm legs.

Bed Frame Canvas Basket Rail 
38370277｜Single W 2.5 × D 93.5 × H 3 cm $79.00
38370291｜Double W 2.5 × D 137.5 × H 3.5 cm $99.00
38370307｜Queen W 2.5 × D 157 × H 4 cm $109.00
38370314｜King W 2.5 × D 177 × H 4 cm $119.00
2 sets (4 rails) for 2 baskets, come with storage handle

Rails to be used to install bed frame canvas baskets.

L
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Ventilation holes are made below the 
open space to allow moisture to escape.

Ventilation 
holes

Base 
support

Headboard

Additional Box

Example storage

Open space
A storage space is also provided behind 
the drawer space. In the space under 
Double size, you can store long or large 
objects, such as rugs, skis, duvets, and 
carry cases.
※�Bottom board is not provided under 

the open space.

Drawers
In the drawers, available for all sizes of 
beds, you can store daily-use clothing 
and beddings.

Bed board is 
made of wood 
slats that reduce 
the dust getting 
into the storage 
compartment.

Example storage under a Double bed

This single bed features a storage space equal to that of two wide 

4-drawer chests. Store everything from daily-use clothing to 

suitcases and comforters.

Storage Bed

※�Combination example: Mattress and 
headboard are sold separately.
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Example storage under a small bed

Open space

Drawers

Example storage under a single bed

Open space

Drawers

Example storage under a double bed

Open space

Drawers

Storage Bed / Oak 

38371229  | Queen W 168.5 × D 201 × H 27 cm $879.00
38371236  | King W 188.5 × D 201 × H 27 cm $999.00

Storage Bed / Walnut 

38371243  | Queen W 168.5 × D 201 × H 27 cm $959.00
38371250  | King W 188.5 × D 201 × H 27 cm $1099.00

※�Due to the nature of the material, oak may have a unique pattern called "tiger grain."
※�The characteristics of natural wood, such as the colour and grain pattern, may vary in appearance depending on the material.

Storage Bed Headboard / Walnut 

38371328  | Queen W 168.5 × D 6 × H 81 cm $309.00
38371335  | King W 188.5 × D 6 × H 81 cm $339.00

Storage Bed Headboard / Oak 

38371304  | Queen W 168.5 × D 6 × H 81 cm $279.00
38371311  | King W 188.5 × D 6 × H 81 cm $309.00
The headboard has a thickness (depth) of 3 cm. (All sizes)

Storage Bed Additional Box / Walnut 

38371281  | Queen W 168.5 × D 15 × H 27 cm $249.00
38371298  | King W 188.5 × D 15 × H 27 cm $279.00

Storage Bed Additional Box / Oak 

38371267  | Queen W 168.5 × D 15 × H 27 cm $229.00
38371274  | King W 168.5 × D 15 × H 27 cm $259.00
Often-used CD's and paperback books can be stored in the Additional Box. 
An additional box allows you to place a 210 cm-long futon on the bed.

※Combination example: Mattress and pillows are sold separately.※Combination example: Mattress is sold separately.

※Combination example: Mattress is sold separately. ※Combination example: Mattress is sold separately.

※Combination example: Mattress is sold separately. ※Combination example: Mattress is sold separately.

Storage Bed Oak Single + Headboard Oak Single Storage Bed Walnut Double + Additional Box Walnut Double
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This simple bed was born from a meticulous pursuit of sleeping comfort and quality materials.

Can be used both as a bed and as a sofa. The frame for the mattress with legs has been 

changed to a steel mesh frame to ensure sleeping comfort with moderate softness.

Mattress With Legs (Washable Cover)

You can choose from four leg heights: 26 cm, 

20 cm, 12 cm and 10 cm, and two colours: 

wooden legs/natural and wooden legs/brown.

Common leg types

Wooden Leg

 Natural Brown

H 26 cm 02529444 02528041  $39.00
H 20 cm 02528355  02529437  $33.00
H 12 cm 02529406 02529413  $33.00
H 10 cm 02528867  02528874  $33.00
M8 dia. 6 cm / set of 4

H 20 cm
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Mattress with Legs / Bonnell Coil (Steel Mesh/ Washable Cover)  

02509071｜Single $309.00
W 98 × D 198 × H 26 cm    When packing: W 98 × D 199 × H 27 cm 

Number of coils: 204 
Height with legs attached: 52cm with H26cm legs / 46cm with H20cm legs / 
                                           38cm with H12cm legs / 36cm with H10cm legs 

※�Please use a laundry net when washing the cover(outer shell). The recommended washing machine 
capacity is 8kg or more.

※�The size may vary slightly between individual products.
※�Combination price with wooden legs displayed above apply when legs H 10 cm, H 12 cm or H 20 cm 

are used.

 $342.00 
 (+ Wooden Legs)

 * Example combination: with wooden legs/ brown

You can choose from three kinds of coil mattresses that maximise the sleeping comfort provided by 

the coil springs by using the minimum required amount of filling material, such as urethane foam.

Mattress
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1st layer: 15 mm urethane foam
2nd layer: 15 mm urethane foam

Spring speci�cations
Coil dia.: 1.9 mm  Height: 180 mm
When non-woven fabric interior is 
used, 140 mm

1st layer: 15 mm urethane foam
2nd layer: felt
3rd layer: felt

Spring speci�cations
Coil dia.: 2.2 mm　
Coil height: 135 mm

※Bonnell Coil Mattress: 18 cm in height

Single Double Queen King

W 97 × D 195 × H 19 cm W 140 × D 195 × H 19 cm W 160 × D 195 × H 19 cm W 180 × D 195 × H 19 cm

High Density Pocketcoil Mattress

82259001 | Single $799.00
82259025  | Double $1199.00

 | Queen $1499.00
 | King $1799.00

Pocketcoil Mattress

18094844 | Single $499.00
18094868 | Double $799.00
61863351  | Queen $999.00

 | King $1199.00

Bonnell Mattress 

15901838  | Single $239.00
15901852  | Double $399.00

The increased number of coils enables the mattress to more evenly 
distribute your body weight, reducing the pressure on your spine and 
lower back. The coils work together to conform to the shape of your body, 
providing a well-balanced and stable posture for longer periods of time.

This mattress is constructed with a dense arrangement of independent 
coils that function as numerous dots to hold your body weight and provide 
well-balanced support. The mattress ensures a stable posture and reduces 
the amount of wobble and sinking.

This mattress features an interlocking design of hourglass-shaped springs 
that firmly support your body weight across the entire surface. The 
mattress uses Bonnell coil springs, which are currently the most prevalent 
and reliable type of mattress-coil use.

Spring speci�cations
Coil dia.: 1.6 mm  Height: 180 mm
When non-woven fabric interior is 
used, 140 mm

1st layer: 20 mm urethane foam
2nd layer: polyester felt

Coil arrangement (staggered)

 Double: 36 × 32 1,152

 Queen: 42 × 32 1,344

Coil arrangement (staggered)

 Single: 22 × 28 616

 Double: 32 × 28 896

 Queen: 34 × 28 952

Helical wire
(linked)

Bonnell coil
(Diameter: 2.2 mm)

Coil arrangement (staggered)

 Single:   9 × 31 279

 Double: 14 × 31 434

Mattress size chart

82259032

82259049

61854182

※�Parts for steel frames are not sold.

Legs

Cover

Coil Unit

Steel Frame

Depth: 198 cmSmall: Width 83 cm

Single: Width 98 cm

Approx. depth: 65 cm

Polypropylene Storage Box / Wide / S
(height: 18 cm)

Polypropylene Storage Box / Wide / M
(height: 24 cm)

* Storage boxes cannot be inserted if 12 cm-type legs are used.

Approx. width: 40 cm Approx. width: 40 cm

Semi-double: Width 120 cm

Double: Width 140 cm

Height: 18 cm

Height: 46 cm
(legs: 20 cm-type)

Height: 52 cm
(legs: 26 cm-type)

Using 26 cm-type legsUsing 20 cm-type legs

Height: 24 cm

Underbed storage for mattress with legs

Well-balanced placement of pocket 
coil springs

Slightly firmer springs are used in the lower-back 

area for extra durability. Even firmer springs are used 

around the edges to support body weight when 

sitting. Softer springs are used in the wide area that 

supports the body. The springs with three different 

levels of firmness are placed appropriately for each 

function.

 Firm springs

 Slightly firm springs

 Softer springs

Rotate the mattress for longer life

Switch the head and feet side every season. The 

strength of springs may deteriorate if a load is 

continuously applied to the same point. By 

changing the mattress orientation and distributing 

your body weight more evenly over time, you can 

reduce the load on the springs.

Make sure to periodically air the mattress by 

standing it up. Moisture may build up inside the 

mattress if it is always kept on the bed frame, 

possibly leading to the formation of mould.

Changeable cover (Outer shell) and 
Coil unit

The legs, steel frame, and coil unit can be 

separated. A bed can be covered with a fabric 

cover with removable tape. The spare parts are 

available so that old parts can be replaced, which 

can also reduce the burden on the environment by 

separating the waste upon disposal.

Rotate Head

Foot
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Down
Light, soft, and heat retaining feathers 

which look like the fluff of a dandelion 

mostly found around the chest and 

stomach of waterfowls.

Difference between down and feathers

Feather
The portion which is commonly referred to 

as a feather which has a curved shaft and 

elasticity.

Many grey geese are found in quiet rural areas of Ukraine. Though domesticated long ago, the grey goose retains the dark 

colour reminiscent of wild migratory geese.

The birds roam freely in a natural environment. When fully grown, the grey goose is bigger than a duck and has excellent 

mobility. The warm and strong feathers of the grey goose are ideal for duvets.

Natural grey colour

The geese return to the farm in the 

evening.

Families of geese congregate on nearby 

lakes and rivers in early spring.

The geese on the farm are fed corn in 

the morning and after that, they eat 

naturally growing grass and insects.

Duvets designed in consideration of materials and functionality for a comfortable sleep.

One can select a type of comfort to their liking from a wide variation.

Duvet

Gray Down Duvet One Layer  

82049565 | Single 140 × 200 cm $279.00
82049596 | Queen  210 × 210 cm $499.00
82049602 | King 230 × 210 cm $549.00
Outer shell: 100% polyester, down-proofed finish 
Filling: 80% down, 20% feather 
Fill power: 350

Using free ranged, humanely raised gray duck feathers, we have created this lightweight and 
compact duvet.

Gray Down Thin Duvet  

82049657 | Single 150 × 210 cm $159.00
82049688 | Queen 210 × 210 cm $259.00
82049695 | King 230 × 210 cm $289.00
Outer shell: 100% polyester, down-proofed finish 
Filling: 80% down, 20% feather 
Fill power: 350

Thin and compact style duvet. We use free ranged, humanely raised gray duck feathers.
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Gray Feather Futon Set  

82049862｜Futon single size set (a futon sleeping mat included) $299.00

A set consists of a feather duvet, a futon and a pillow. The futon sleeping mat is light-
weighted and holdable compactly.

A set (includes a futon sleeping mat): 
<Duvet>                        <Futon Sleeping Mat>

Gray Feather Bedding Set  

82049879｜Single size set for beds $269.00
A set consists of a feather duvet, a bed pad and a pillow. 

For beds: 
<Duvet>                        <Bed Pad> <Pillow> 
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Creating a sleeping environment indispensable for a comfortable "sleep"

Choose one according to your liking or your bedding items currently used.

Futon / Mattress

Wool Polyester Quilted Futon 
37107854｜Single 100 x 210cm $189.00
Outer shell: 100% cotton
Back-side fabric: 100% polyester
Filling: 50% wool, 50% polyester
Polyester fibre: 100% polyester

[Non-washable] 
Comfortable futon using a wavy structured central material wrapped with mixed fibres of 
wool and polyester to achieve breathability and durability.

Lightweight Compact Futon   

82049756｜Single 100 x 200cm $149.00
Outer shell: 100% polyester on the front side, 100% polyester on the backside 
Filling: 100% polyester
Polyester fibres: 100% polyester
Core material: Urethane foam 

[Non-washable] 
Lightweight, compact, thin futon. It does not take up space and is easy to carry.

Urethane Foam Mattress for Futon 
82602975｜Single 95 × 210 × 4cm $89.00
Outer shell: 100% polyester
Filling core material: Urethane foam
 
[Non-washable] 
This mattress uses urethane, suitable for use as a floor mattress and can be directly placed 
under a futon.
※�Please note that urethane foam will tend to discolour but does not affect product 

performance.

Outer shell: 85% polyester,
15% cotton
Filling: 70% down, 30% feather
Antibacterial processing
Fill power: 320

Outer shell: 85% polyester,
15% cotton
Filling: 70% down, 30% feather 
Antibacterial processing
Fill power: 320

Outer shell: 100%  polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

Outer shell: 100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

Outer shell: 100% polyester 
Polyester fibres: 100% polyester

Outer shell:
100% polyester
Filling: 100% polyester

 <Pillow>
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This Bed Pad is washable using a net, so it can be kept clean. It comes with elastic 

tapes, which makes it hard to shift.

Bed Pad

Antibacterial Polyester Fibre Bed Pad/ with 
Elastic Tapes 
37288157｜Single 100×200cm  $56.00
37288171｜Double 140×200cm  $83.00
37288188｜Queen 160×200cm  $99.00
Outer shell: 52% cotton, 48% polyester
Filling: 50% cotton, 50% polyester

[Machine-washable (using a net)]
This bed pad uses fibres with antibacterial function, 
leaving a clean feeling.

The "pillow" is an essential part of sleep that accounts for one third of each day.  

Choose a pillow to your liking from different materials, firmness, and elasticity.

Pillow

※1　� Down or feather products may have odours when newly purchased or in seasons with higher humidity.

Feather Pillow  

38756200  | 43 × 63 cm  $16.90
38756217  | 50 × 70 cm  $20.90

Outer shell: 100% cotton, down-proofed finish     Inner shell: 100% polyester 
Filling: 100% waterfowl feathers     [Dry-cleaning only (using a petroleum-based detergent)]

This pillow uses waterfowl feathers which are light and maintain volume.This pillow is 
characterised by the comfort of a soft enveloping feel around the back of the head.
※�1

Urethane Foam Low Repulsion Chip Pillow 

37750364 | 43 × 63 cm $33.00
Outer shell: 57% polyester, 43% cotton 
Stuffing: Urethane foam     [Non-washable]
Slow-sinking low-rebounding urethane has been mixed at a perfect blend with high-
rebounding urethane having moderate elasticity.

Urethane Foam Low Rebound Quilted Pillow 
37288607｜43×63cm  $69.00
Outer shell: 85% polyester, 15% cotton Wadding: 100% polyester 
Stuffing: Urethane foam 
[Non-washable] 

This pillow uses a low-rebounding material for its filling. This pillow is characterised by the 
comfort of a soft enveloping feel with polyester wadding.

Washable Pillow One Side Pipe  
38973386｜43×63cm $59.00
Outer shell: 100% polyester Wadding: 100% polyester 
Filling: Polyethylene resin 
[Machine washable (in laundry net)]

This pillow uses pipes with excellent breathability on one side, and the height of the top and 
bottom edge is different. The arched shape of the pillow is designed to fit your shoulder line. 

On top of a mattress On top of a futonCan be used with a mattress 
or futon

You can use it by simply placing it on 

top of your mattress or futon.

Elastic is added to prevent slipping.  
(same for all)
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A sofa in a simple shape.

Parts can be replaced which enables use over many years.

Sofa

※� Be sure to use this item with a cover.

S
o
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Sofa / Feather / 
Pocket Coil / High 

Back Type
Your shoulders and head 
are supported by the 
high back cushion. 
It gives you a more 
relaxing sitting comfort.

Sofa / Feather / 
Pocket Coil

The thickness of the coil 
seat cushion has been 
increased, and the 
amount of feather in the 
back and seat cushion 
has been increased by 
50% (compared to Muji 
products). It provides a 
thicker cushioning feel.

S
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You can choose from two colours: wooden legs /

natural and wooden legs / brown.
Common leg types

Wooden Leg

                                 Natural                          Brown

H 12 cm 02529406   $33.00 
H 10 cm 02528867   $33.00
M8 dia. 6 cm / set of 4

H 10 cm

02529413

02528874

Sofa / Feather / 
Pocket Coil / Couch 

Type
The long seat cushion 
(chaise) allows you to 
relax in various ways, like 
stretching your legs and 
lying down.

Sofa  
Muji reviewed the arm’s 
design and determined 
the optimal arm’s height 
which allows the user to 
relax while placing his/
her elbow on it. The arm 
can be used as a pillow 
or as a backrest, 
and provide greater 
relaxation.

Sofa / Urethane / Pocket Coil Combination price $832.00
82008074 | 2.5 seater + Legs / H 10 cm 

W 225 × D 90 × H 85 cm (with Legs/H 10 cm attached) 
Seat surface: Approx. W 184 × D 56 × H 45 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.

Sofa / Ottoman / Urethane / Pocket Coil� Combination price $242.00
82008104 | + Legs / H 10 cm�
W 80 × D 63 × H 42 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil� Combination price�$992.00�
82011418｜2.5 seater + Legs / H 10 cm�
W 193 × D 90 × H 85 cm (with Legs/H 10 cm attached)�
Seat surface: Approx. W 154 × D 57 × H 45 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.

Sofa / Ottoman / Feather / Pocket Coil� Combination price $292.00
82008098 | + Legs / H 10 cm�
W 80 × D 63 × H 44 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil / High Back Type� Combination price�$1132.00
82011463｜2.5 seater + Legs / H 10 cm�
W 193 × D 90 × H 96 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)�
Seat surface: Approx. W 154 × D 57 × H 45 cm (with Legs/H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.

Sofa / Feather / Pocket Coil / Couch Type� Combination price�$1265.00
82011456｜3 seater (Left) + Legs / H 10 cm (Right-Arm-Facing Chaise)�
82011449｜3 seater (Right) + Legs / H 10 cm (Left-Arm-Facing Chaise)�
W 225 × D 150 × H 85 cm (with Legs/H 10 cm attached)�
Seat surface: Approx. W 184 × D 57 × H 45 cm (with Legs / H 10 cm attached)

※�The legs are sold separately.
※�Requires 2 sets of legs.

Legs / H 10 cm / Natural Legs / H 10 cm / NaturalLegs / H 10 cm / Natural Legs / H 10 cm / Natural

2.5 seater 2.5 seater 3 seater (Left) 2.5 seater
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Unit-type sofas where components can be freely combined according to your lifestyle 

and room layout.They can be combined in various ways from compact sofas to 

connected sofa sets. It is characterized by the thicker cushioning for a better sitting 

comfort as a result of careful designing of the seat surface structure.  

Unit Sofa

Unit Sofa / with Arm /Small 
(Mold cushion specification)�
02527952�� $459.00
W 82 × D 82 × H 66 cm 
(Seat height: 37cm)

Unit Sofa / with Arm / Large /  
W 98 cm�
(Mold cushion specification)�
02527983�� $549.00
W 98 × D 98 × H 66 cm 
(Seat height: 37cm) 

Unit Sofa / Armless / Small�
(Mold cushion specification)�
02527969�� $369.00
W 61 × D 82 × H 66 cm 
(Seat height: 37cm)

Unit Sofa / Armless / Large /   
W 77 cm 
(Mold cushion specification)

02527990�� $459.00
W 77 × D 98 × H 66 cm 
(Seat height: 37cm)

Unit Sofa / Ottoman / Small�
(Mold cushion specification)�
02527976�� $259.00
W 61 × D 61 × H 37 cm

Unit Sofa / Ottoman / Large /  
W 77cm�
(Mold cushion specification)�
02528003�� $289.00
W 77 × D 77 × H 37 cm

The combination of 
components can be changed 
to suit your lifestyle.

The high-back type personal sofa is made by pursuing a comfortable feel. 

This sofa is designed by refocusing on the daily living such as lying down, playing, 

eating, etc, while the back and headrest are adjustable to your favourite angle, allowing 

you to lean your body against it for greater relaxation.

High-Back Reclining Sofa

High-Back Reclining Sofa / 1 seater� �
02405236��  $489.00
W 74 × D 114 - 134.5 × H 66.5 - 89.5 cm (Seat height: 38cm)

High-Back Reclining Sofa / Ottoman�
02405113�� $209.00
W 68.5 × D 43 × H 38 cm

61048888  | Grey Beige                $49.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

76580294 | Navy                         $49.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

37287594  | Charcoal Grey           $49.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

                  | Dark Brown                $49.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

The beads sofa changes its shape freely to fit your leisure position.

Filled with micro particle beads, the sofa wraps around you for 

comfortable sitting. You can enjoy different seating comfort depending 

on how the sofa is placed.

Beads Sofa

Beads Sofa / Cover 
Cover, outer fabric: Stretching material (100% polyester), gusset (100% cotton) [Machine washable]  

※�Slight shrinking of the cover may occur by dry cleaning. 

Beads Sofa / Body 

61049182  $169.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm 
Stuffing: Micro particle beads

※�The sofa cannot be used alone. Be sure to use it with a 
cover.

※�Beads Sofa Cover sold separately.
※�The Beads Sofa Body cannot be washed.

A sofa created from the voices of our customers

At MUJI, we promote a way of manufacturing 

that the voices of our customers are reflected in 

the product development.

This Beads Sofa is one of the products that have 

been created as a result of such manufacturing 

project.

Firm surface

Soft surface Firm surface

Soft surface

Sitting on a 
"vertically 
placed" sofa

The sofa wraps around the 
lower back and neck to 
support any posture that 
one wishes to relax in. 
Perfect when reading or 
watching TV.

Sitting on a 
"horizontally 
placed" sofa

The sofa spreads in a 
circular manner to allow 
the body to sink in 
deeply and be 
supported. Perfect for 
taking a nap.

02527907  | Polyester Cotton Grey  $79.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

37287600  | Denim Hickory         $79.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

37100619  | Denim Navy             $79.00
W 65 × D 65 × H 43 cm

Combination example: 
Beads Sofa + Beads Sofa Cover 
- Denim Navy / Denim Hickory

61048871
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Living comfortably in a compact space.

These products have been developed based on such concept.

Living Dining Series

Living Dining Table / Oak 

 38727798  | 1 / D 65 cm $649.00
W 150 × D 65 × H 60 cm

 38727804  | 2 / D 65 cm $569.00
W 130 × D 65 × H 60 cm

                  | 3 / D 80 cm $889.00
W 150 × D 80 × H 60 cm

Living Dining Sofa Chair / Oak

38369998 $439.00
W 55 × D 78 × H 77 (seat surface: 41) cm

This items has been designed so that the seat surface is 
at a comfortable height and a size that allows one to sit 
with their legs crossed.

The cushion padding has been changed to moulded 
urethane for better comfort and durability.

※�Be sure to use this item with the separately sold cover.

Living Dining Sofa Chair - Arm 

15253739  | Set of 2 / Oak $49.00
02431150  | Set of 2 / Walnut $59.00

 Example of 2 × Sofa Chairs + Arm

Approx. W 119 cm

1 / D 65 cm

A table with a height 
of 60 cm makes your 
room feels bigger

At 60 cm height, it is ideal as 

a living room table for you to 

relax at or as a dining table 

for enjoying a meal. The 

cushions for the bench and 

sofa chair have been 

improved for better comfort.

Living Dining Table / Walnut  

02422523  | 1 / D 65 cm $709.00
W 150 × D 65 × H 60 cm

02422530  | 2 / D 65 cm $649.00
W 130 × D 65 × H 60 cm

                  | 3 / D 80 cm $949.00
W 150 × D 80 × H 60 cm

2 / D 65 cm

Living Dining Sofa Chair / Walnut 

02422516   $559.00
W 55 × D 78 × H 77 (seat surface: 41) cm

 Connecting 
Plate

Connecting Plate for Living Dining Room 
Sofa Chair�
15549597｜Set of 2� $16.00
Parts for connecting sofa chairs. By using the parts, 

a 2- or 3-seater sofa can be formed. 

※�No arm can be attached to the sofa chair joint areas.

Side of D 65 cm 
type

Side of D 80 cm 
type

38727811 02422547

Living Dining Bench / Oak

38370017  | Bench 2 $259.00
W 58 × D 46 × H 40.5 cm

This bench can be used as an ottoman in combination with the sofa chair.

The cushion padding has been changed to moulded urethane for better comfort and 
durability.

※�Be sure to use this item with the separately sold cover.

Living Dining Bench / Oak

38734376  | Bench 1 $439.00
W 115 × D 46 × H 40.5 cm

This bench can be used alone as a sofa bench or in combination with the table. Designed for 
seating comfort. The cushion padding has been changed to moulded urethane for better 
comfort and durability.

Living Dining Bench / Walnut  

02422493  | Bench 2 $309.00
W 58 × D 46 × H 40.5 cm

Living Dining Bench / Walnut  

02422509  | Bench 1 $559.00
W 115 × D 46 × H 40.5 cm

Oakwood AV Rack Thin (Sliding Door)�
82392623｜W 150cm� $459.00
W 150 x D 35 x H 36.5cm with 3 adjustable shelves�
Inside shelf size (when the adjustable shelves are set at the middle) 

(upper / lower) W47 x D28.5 x H 9.5cm

Withstand load: Top board 40kg, Shelf board 14kg

A compact AV rack in terms of height and depth.The rear side also has sliding doors 

for easy wiring.�
※�Be sure to use the attached auxiliary legs when placing objects of more than 20kg on the 

top board.

Oakwood AV Rack Thin (Sliding Door)�
82392616｜W 110cm� $399.00
W 110 x D 35 x H 36.5cm with 2 adjustable shelves�
Inside shelf size (when the adjustable shelves are set at the middle) 

(upper / lower) W 52 x D 28.5 x H 9.5cm 

Withstand load: Top board 40kg, Shelf board 14kg 

 

※�No auxiliary legs are provided for racks W110cm.
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※�We recommend using placemats and coasters when dining.
※�Due to the use of natural wood, the colour of each product may vary slightly. The colour may also appear different under different lighting.
※�Due to the nature of the material, oak may have a unique pattern called "tiger grain."
※�The characteristics of natural wood, such as the colour and grain pattern, may vary in appearance depending on the material.

Furniture made with North American natural wood  

which nicely ages with use.

Natural Oak

Natural Oak Table (With Drawer) / W 180 cm  

82009330 $1099.00
W 180 × D 80 × H 72 cm

Natural Oak Table (With Drawer) 
W 140 cm  

82009323 $899.00
W 140 × D 80 × H 72 cm

Natural Oak Table / Oval / W 180 cm

Oak

Used for furniture and whiskey barrels for many years, oak which is 

hard, solid, and durable is a perfect material for long-lasting 

furniture. The delicate and soft expression creates furniture with a 

mellow impression. Patterns called "tiger grain" which resemble the 

pattern of a tiger and its delicate and gentle grain are characteristics 

of oak. The look of oak is enhanced as the material ages over time.

Walnut ※�Only for Special Order

Walnut is a well-known wood that has been used for furniture since olden 

times and is still used today for high-end furniture and crafts. It features a 

beautiful surface and little warping. Ageing of the wood can be enjoyed 

as the wood contains a moderate amount of oil which provides 

glossiness and allows the wood to age well. Walnut is treasured as one 

of the world's three major woods together with teak and mahogany.

Natural Oak Table / Oval / W 150 cm 

82009217  $959.00
W 150 × D 85 × H 72 cm

Natural Oak Low Table (With 
Drawer) / 110 × 55 cm  

82009200 $569.00
W 110 × D 55 × H 35 cm

Natural Oak Low Table (With 
Drawer) / 90 × 45 cm�  [April] 

82009347 $399.00
W 90 × D 45 × H 35 cm

Table Bench / Wooden Seat 

15892419  | Oak  $309.00
W 100 × D 37 × H 44 cm 
Inside dimensions of storage compartment:
W 91 × D 20 × H 11 cm

Table Bench 

15892426  | Oak   $739.00
W 120 × D 37.5 × H 44 cm 
Inside dimensions of storage compartment: 
W 115 × D 37.5 × H 33 cm

A good height to use even as a low table 
and sturdy enough for use as a bench. The 
space under the seat can be used as a 
storage space.

Side Table Bench / Wooden Seat 

15892341  | Oak  $159.00
W 37 × D 37 × H 44 cm 
Inside dimensions of storage compartment:
W 28 × D 20 × H 8 cm
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Solid Wood Extension Table Oval / 140 / 
220cm�
82009231｜Oak� $1299.00
W 149/ 220 × D 85 × H 72 cm

Natural Oak / Bench� �
15892358｜Oak / Large� $189.00
W 100 × D 30 × H 44 cm�
Seat:�W 100 × D 14 cm

15892365｜Oak / Small� $159.00
W 48.5 × D 30 × H 44 cm�
Seat:�W 43 × D 14 cm

A bench in the shape of a traditional 
bench that has been in use in China since 
old times, is compact and applicable to 
multiple purposes.

Large

Small
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Burlwood with diverse colours is selected and used as it is. 

Even though the pattern is irregular, MUJI tables are processed 

by highly skilled Japanese craftsmen using high-quality materials.

Oakwood / Round Leg Series

Pursuing furniture that can be used for a long time

It is characterized by its basic design that can be used for a long time. Oakwood takes almost 

100 years to grow to be used as a furniture material. Therefore, we process the material without 

producing waste. We focus not only on the material used but also on the shape of the table and 

chair. When more people join, the oval shape allows them to sit anywhere. The chair’s shape 

is designed for the easiness to sit and stand, and change posture.

Oakwood Table / Round Leg �
15901999｜W 180cm� $1899.00
W 180 × D 85 × H 72 cm

Top plate core material: MDF, solid oak laminated wood 
Surface material: Oak veneer 
Leg: Solid oak�
Withstand load: 40 kg for tabletop 

Oakwood Table / Round Leg �
15901982｜W 150cm� $1699.00
W 150 × D 80× H 72 cm

Top plate core material: MDF, solid oak laminated wood 
Surface material: Oak veneer 
Leg: Solid oak�
Withstand load: 40 kg for tabletop

Oakwood Armchair / Round Leg �
15902040 �� $699.00
W 55.5 × D 50.5 × H 73 cm 
(Seat height: 44.5cm) 
Body: Solid laminated oakwood

Oakwood Bench / Round Leg �
02065959�� $729.00
W 100 × D 34 × H 44 cm�
Body: Solid laminated oakwood

Oakwood Stool / Round Leg �
02065966�� $499.00
W 52.5 × D 34 × H 44 cm�
Body: Solid laminated oakwood

Natural Oak Table / Round Leg / W 220 cm
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Designed with folding legs, the table makes effective use of limited space 

as well as serving as a pine table with beautiful knots and nodes.

Foldable Table

※�Due to the use of natural wood, the colour of each product may slightly vary. The colour may also appear different under different lighting.
※�The characteristics of natural wood, such as the colour and grain pattern, may vary in appearance depending on the material.

Foldable Table / Oak 

02603977 | W 160 cm $459.00
W 160 × D 70 × H 72 cm     Thickness when folded: 10 cm

02603960 | W 120 cm $369.00
W 120 × D 70 × H 72 cm     Thickness when folded: 10 cm

Table top: decorative natural wood fibreboard (flush oak 
veneer structure) 
Cut end: oak     Legs: steel

This table’s legs can be folded. It can be used both as a 
dining table and as a desk. When folded

W 160 cm

Foldable Table / Oak / W 160 cm

Foldable Low Table / Oak 

02528270  | W 120 cm $339.00
W 120 × D 70 × H 35 cm   Thickness when folded: 7.5 cm

02528263  | W 90 cm $289.00
W 90 × D 45 × H 35 cm   Thickness when folded: 7.5 cm

Table top: decorative natural wood fibreboard (flush 
oakveneer structure) 
Cut end: oak     Legs: steel

This low table’s legs can be folded. The table becomes 
compact when its legs are folded. It can be stored away 
in narrow spaces. When folded

W 120 cm

Pine Low Table / Folding Style�
02460785�� �$89.00
W 80 × D 50 × H 35 cm (6.5cm thickness when folded)

Laminated pine solid wood

We have prepared chairs made of different materials and 

types of comfort to match a variety of tables and lifestyles.

Chair

Round Chair / Oak

Round Chair 

82009255 | Oak $279.00
W 45 × D 51 × H 77 (Seat surface: 42) cm

Oak Chair 

15892372  | Cotton Plain Weave / Beige  $249.00
Main body: laminated natural oak

W 38 × D 48.5 × H 79 (Seat surface: 45.5) cm

Oak Armchair / Round Leg�
15902040 �� $699.00
W 55.5 × D 50.5 × H 73 (Seat surface: 44.5) cm 
�
Main body: laminated natural oak

※�The seat covers for floor chairs may shrink during 
washing due to the characteristics of the product.

Floor Chair

18481286｜Large� $79.00
W 57 x D 102 x H 10 cm (when placed flat)�
Seat size: 53 x 52cm

18481293｜Small� �$59.00
W 46 x D 86 x H 10 cm (when placed flat)�
Seat size: 42 x 43cm

It can be reclined at 6 different angles. 
It comes with a removable cover that can be removed 
and washed.

Cotton Canvas Cover for  
Floor Chair�  [April] 
 
�����������

Ecru
���

Beige
��� Dark 

Brown

Large���82583670 ���82583991 ���82584622 � $43.00
Small���82583687 ���82584004 ���82584639 � $33.00

Ecru Beige Dark Brown

PP Stackable Stool 

38369462 | Dark grey $39.00
Approx. W 43 × D 34 × H 45 (Seat surface: 42) cm 
Polypropylene     Stacking limit: 5 stools

This is a stackable polypropylene stool.

※Combination example:
Floor Chair Large + Cotton Canvas Cover for 
Floor Chair / Unbleached
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The coat rack comes in a variety of shapes and you can choose the material and size of the mirror.

This allows you to match the rack and mirror with other furniture made of the same material.

Coat Rack and Frame Mirror

A system desk can be customized by selecting optional parts to your liking.

Steel cabinets can be used to meet various purposes, such as workspaces, 

dining and bed areas.

System Desk / Steel Cabinet

Desk (System Type) Combination Price List

Top Board/ Oak
Top Board/ 

Melamine
Desk Legs

Combination Price
(Top Board/ Oak)

Combination Price
(Top Board/ 
Melamine)

W 120cm $239.00 $199.00 $119.00 $358.00 $318.00

W 150cm $279.00 $249.00 $139.00 $418.00 $388.00

Desk (System Type) Structure

Simple structure yet excellent strength. A versatile desk which 

can be used as a working desk, meeting table, etc.

Top Board

Desk Legs

Desktop Board / Oak (System Type)�
37526464｜W 150 cm� $279.00
W 150 x D 60 x Thickness 2 cm

37526426｜W 120 cm� $239.00
W 120 x D 60 x Thickness 2 cm

MDF/ Oak Veneer     Desktop board withstand load: 40 kg

※�Oakwood may have a unique tiger-like patterns due to 
the characteristics of the material.

Desktop Board / Melamine / White 
(System Type)�
37526389｜W 150 cm� $249.00
W 150 x D 60 x Thickness 2 cm

37526341｜W 120 cm� $199.00
W 120 x D 60 x Thickness 2 cm
MDF / Melamine processing
Desktop board withstand load: 40 kg

Desk Legs / Steel / Light Grey�
15914555｜W 150 cm�x�D�60�x�H�72�cm※� �$139.00
15914562｜W 120 cm�x�D�60�x�H�72�cm※� �$119.00
Steel                    

※�Size (when combined with a top board)

Steel Cabinet

38687603｜Light Grey� �$339.00
W 39.5 x D 53.5 x H 62.5 cm (with handles)�
Drawer inside dimensions: 
(Upper / Middle) W 32 x D 41 x H 7 cm
(Lower) W 32 x D 41 x H 15 cm
Withstand load: Top board 15 kg, Drawer upper 
/ middle 2.5 kg, Lower 5 kg
Steel                                
With keys and casters.Light Grey

This chair allows you to adjust the height of the seat to your liking. You can also add arm 

components for additional comfort.

Working Chair

Working Chair�
18121298｜Grey� 18121304｜Black� �$199.00
W 55.5 x D 53 x H 74-84 cm (Seat Height: 39-49 cm)

Working Chair / Arm Set (2 on Left and Right)

18121861｜Grey� 18121878｜Black� �$43.00
With Arm attached: W 57 x D 53 x H 74-84 cm

With Arm attached

Pine Mirror�
18122868 � $99.00
W 36 × D 50 × H 145 cm�
Frame: Pine

Reduce waste in each process 
from the usage of materials to the 
processing methods to achieve an 
affordable price.

※�Please note that the pine material is soft 
and easily scratched due to the 
characteristics of the material, which 
doesn’t affect the use.

Oak Mirror 

15874880  | Oak �$179.00
Frame: natural oak

W 44 × D 33 × H 150.5 cm

Natural wood is used for the frame. It is sturdy and can be 
used for a long time. A large mirror is 
used.

Coat Rack 

15874873  | Oak �$169.00
Frame / shelf board: decorative natural wood fibreboard 
(oak veneer)

W 44 × D 53.5 × H 150.5 cm 
Withstand load: 10 kg for shelf, 10 kg for hanger

Equipped with a shelf board for storage of bags and small 
items. Designed to match the angle of the Oak Mirror for 
a neat appearance when placed alongside each other.

Beech Coat Stand / Natural 

61013107   �$99.00
W 48 × D 42 × H 173.5 cm 
Natural beech wood     Withstand load: 15 kg

A three-legged coat hanger with a small footprint. This 
product can be taken home as it is designed to be 
assembled.

※Please be sure to follow the withstand load. Make sure 
that children do not hang on this product.

Aluminium Compact Mirror 
(Tray Type)

15574940｜Large� �$43.00
W 20.5 × D 18 × H 40-51 cm

15574957｜Small� $33.00
W 17 × D 14 × H 27 cm

Both large and small are two-sided 
mirrors, one side is a magnifying mirror.

Coat Rack Oak Mirror



Contact us
Consultation with an Interior Advisor can be arranged 

in the store, over the phone, or via e-mail. 

PhoneIn-store E-mail

We will work with our customers individually to help 

them address their specific storage concerns, 

furniture selection and placement, or coordinate an 

entire home.

Consult us on furnishings just right for you.
Interior Advisor

Look for a staff 
member with 
this badge

Selection of products

Free of charge

Advice with choosing sofas
adapted to the size of the room and 
its usage

Free of charge

Advice with choosing beds 
and bedding
adapted to meet the occupants needs

Free of charge

Advice with selecting 
storage and furniture
adapted to the space you want to 
organise

Room Layout

3D Simulation Software
Visualise how your room could look with our Suggestions

on ways you can organise and store your items

Free of chargeFree of charge

Tidying and Storage
Using simulation software, interior advisors are 

able to show you a variety of furniture layout 

options as well as coordinate colours on the spot.

While sharing with you tips on 

selecting products they’ll help 

you �nd the items that suit 

your preferences and needs.

They will help you identify your storage 

needs and guide you through selecting 

items best suited for your interior.

※�Consultation services are available at selected stores and by appointment only.
※�Find out more at www.muji.com/sg/shop/advisor

muji_IA@muji.com.sg

Monday - Friday

10:00am - 7:00pm

Saturday

10:00am - 7:00pm

Delivery Time

S$40

S$60

S$60

Delivery charges 
for purchases 
below S$500

Free

S$20

S$20

Delivery charges 
for purchases 
above S$500

No deliveries on Sunday and Public Holidays.
Labour charge for walk-up apartment is at S$10 per level per item (up to a maximum of S$200).
Delivery service is based on single destination within Singapore only.

Please approach our staff for further enquiries.
Alternatively, call us at 6261 1813 or email us at homedelivery@muji.com.sg

Business Hours:
Monday - Friday, 10:00am - 7:00pm
Saturday, 10:00am - 2:00pm
Closed on Sunday and Public Holidays

MUJI (SINGAPORE) Pte Ltd reserves the right to amend the above 
Terms & Conditions without prior notice. 

HOME DELIVERY

7:00pm - 9:00pm

About the symbols used in this catalogue

Product that requires a Phillips screwdriver

Assembly required + required time for 
assembly (minutes)

Assembly possible by 1 person

Assembly possible by 2 or more persons

Product with optional 
parts sold separately
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